NORTHWEST NAVY
OSU SWEEPS AGAIN

The Drill Team awaits the inspecting officer.

The Drum and Bugle Corps participates in the opening ceremonies.

CAPT DEAN and ADM SHUGART watch the PFT competition along with Donna WATTS and Erica BODNER.

Joanne OLCOTT collapses after doing sit-ups.

BUSTED

WELCOME TO VALE! SPEED LIMIT 25
MILITARY BALL
HONORING GOVERNOR VICTOR ATIYEH

Scabbard and Blade Commander, Bob GRAF, escorts Governor Vic ATIYEH through the sword arch.

Ballroom dance can come in handy.

Brian CALKINS and Terry PARLIER.

Dave GREER, Mike HANTEN, Tony LAIRD, Larry VELLUCCI and their dates: what a line-up!
This was the first year the OSU NROTC Unit had an obstacle course. It began as a dream well over a year and a half ago and was made into a reality through hard work and dedication. The course was designed and constructed entirely by midshipmen. The main driving force behind the project was Jim McIntosh who refused to give up even when things looked their worst; he just kept on pushing the dream on through!

Clive Campbell demonstrates the first obstacle for the junior MO's.

Gregg George over the high hurdles.

Tim Ziegler hops up with Clarke Lethin watching.

ABOVE: Down the combination. RIGHT: Clive Campbell rests on top of the wall.
Eric CARTER nonchalantly hops off.

The LAST obstacle... Thank GOD!

Terry PARLIER struggles over.

Clive CAMPBELL swings upside down.
Middles take a tumble.

Carl CARPENTER signals that 1st Company scored.

2nd Company executes the Marine Corps push-up ... and LOVES it!

ABOVE: Darrell TIPPLES does sit-ups at NW Navy. RIGHT: Monty SMITH about to throw the long ball home.
In the push and shove, the ball is forgotten.

KILL! KILL!

ABOVE: Mike HANTEN takes a healthy cut at the ball.
BELOW: Eric CARTER stretches to catch a pass.

I got it! I got it!

Your guess is as good as mine.

The staff humiliates the Companies in softball.
MISCELLANEOUS VENTURES

Grant GILRAY and Clive CAMPBELL work together on 2nd Company's project to clear brush from a creek.

CNET's nuke representative, CDR DEWHURST, calculates the financial advantages of being nuclear power trained.

The Navy Birthday cake cutting ceremony.

Middles check out a T-33.

And with all these activities there is still plenty of time for exams!
Captain WILLIAMS scrutinizes Mike BRUGATO's uniform.

Steve RORKE stands ready for inspection.

The CO looks over Headquarters Company.

Wayne STEENSON flashes the Drill Team style for Captain WILLIAMS.
RING DANCE
JUNIORS HONOR THE CLASS OF 1980

Captain WILLIAMS, Commander REILLEY and their wives receive the midshipmen.

The traditional walk through the sword arch.

Someone finally got Carl ZIETZ out on the dance floor!

RIGHT: Mike BARNETT seals the ring ceremony with a kiss from his wife.

The Captain listens to LCDR ROBERTSON while Mrs. ROBERTSON shares a joke with Mrs. Williams.
Clarke LETHIN in a tender moment.

The side boys salute the guests.

Dave BECKER's fiancée dips his ring in the water of the Seven Seas.

Captain WILLIAMS addresses the guests and announces the new Battalion CO.

Mike BARNES and his date under the ring.

LT HAGEN congratulates Bob ALVICK, the new 2nd Company CO.

LEFT: Doug BREM sports a self-awarded promotion on his shoulders.
SPRING AWARDS AND COLOR GIRL CEREMONY

The Honor Detail

Tim DYKSTRA receives the Academic Achievement Award from CDR REILEY.

Captain WILLIAMS presents the General Dynamics Award to Mark HINRICHS for having the highest GPA of the senior class.

Eric BENDER and Curt McNEW: the BN CO shakes hands with his relief.
The Color Girl Ceremony; Color Girl, Sherry McConnell attaches the Color Company Award to the HQ Guidon.

Captain Williams sits back and views the troops.

Awards and more awards! The rewards for hard work.

Scott Shaver gives LCDR Robertson a smart salute after winning the NROTC Staff Award.

HQ leads off the pass in review.

The audience of supporters and well-wishers.
HEADQUARTERS COMPANY

Color Guard lives up to their motto: GUARD WITH HONOR.

The Drum and Bugle Corps executes the exhibition phase.

RIGHT: Chris ROACH throws a perfectly vertical high toss.
Drum and Bugle Corps combine marching and music for a unique effect.

Drill Team stands inspection during mock competition in preparation for NW Navy.

Tom BRICE and Bob ALVICK looking sharp for CO’s inspection.

The Color Guard stands by before showing off to the freshmen during Rookie-O.

Erica BODNER and her staff.

Curt McNEW sells the D & B to the rookies.
THE LESS VISIBLE TEAMS
NOT AS FLASHY AS HEADQUARTERS BUT JUST AS COMPETITIVE

The Pistol Team. Kneeling Dave PRINZING, Terry PARLIER, Pat BARDEL, Darryl HERSHERBERGER. Standing: Bob MOFFITT, Scott SABIN, Mark NORMAN, Dan CARTER, Brian CALKINS.

PFT members watch while teammate Carl CARPENTER pumps out the sit-ups.

Tim DYKSTRA prepares to shoot.

Kevin MURRAY running hard.

Geoff LILJENWALL in the prone position.

Pat BARDEL concentrates on his target.
Rookie Scott SABIN draws a bead down range.

The Rifle Team. Kneeling: Ben BISBEE, Geoff LILJENWALL. Standing: Dean ADAMS, Tim DYKSTRA, Mark RIPKEY, Jim WELTY, Kevin HOLLAND.

Dean ADAMS kneels to shoot.
The Class of 1981
Next Year's Leaders

Tom NOWAK and his wife with Jeff STRACHAN, Stan STEINBACH, Curt CAIN, and their dates at the Birthday Ball.

Jennie OSTER nonchalantly leans against the wall, surveying the crowd.

Drill Team CO, Tim ZIEGLER, talks to the rookies.

Squad leaders, Stan STEINBACH and Eric CARTER, provide a good example for the new rookies.

LEFT: Doug NEVE and Jeff STRACHAN out in front on the run.
Kurt HIEBERT lets a pass fly.

Erica BODNER eyes a high log with visible doubt.

Erica BODNER and Terry PARLIER persuade a rook to put out that extra effort.

Junior MO's learn the practical side of their trade on MOFEX and will pass their knowledge on to next year's class.

LEFT: Pat BARDELL mimicks TOP's stance, or is TOP copying Pat?
THE SOPHOMORES
THEY'RE LEARNING THE ROPES

Mike WARRINER grimaces in an effort to get another pull-up.

Bill SCORSE closes his eyes and tries to think of something else.

Tony GEHRINGER smiles at his date.

"The odd couple": Amy BARTEL and Jim HALFERTY.

Rick DuBOIS waiting for a uniform check by his squad leader.

Drill Team second year men, Domingo SALAZAR and Roger ANGEL.
Wayne STEENSON, a future Marine Corps officer.

Next year's Rifle Team Commander, Tim DYKSTRA, takes aim.

Mark CANTRELL receives congratulations from CDR REILEY.

Tom BRICE settles back to block.

Brian PALMER QB's for the sophomores while LT HAGEN looks on.

Chris MAXWELL questions a call with the ref.
THE ROOKIES
THEIR HARDEST YEAR IS OVER

Dom PYNES works his way down the combination on the obstacle course.

Jesse WASHABAUGH struggles to eliminate one of the competitors in "King of the Square".

John VISTICA flashes the money he collected at the Birthday Ball.

Knox CAMPBELL guides his wife out on the dance floor.

The struggle to hang just a few more seconds shows on Donna WATTS’ face.
Carl FAGG proudly receives the Saveker Award from Captain WILLIAMS.

Sporting their new 3/C shoulder boards, the rookies salute ADM GREER and Captain WILLIAMS at commissioning.

The rookies relaxing at Saveker Day.

Rookie lineup: the rooks stand behind their squad leaders during Rookie-"O".

Keith CHAPMAN caught charming his date.

Mark RIPKEY intently watches the senior/rookie football game.
DO YOU REMEMBER

when Donna WATTS proposed to LCDR WOODARD on 29 Feb?

playing football during Noah's flood?

When Santa Claus visited Susan for being so GOOD?!
how much the wall hurt the first time you hit it?

the last time you saw LT MORCK actually working at his desk?

when the seniors beat the staff 14-13 in softball?

how much you enjoyed Rookie-"0"

how bad you felt before you even started your first three mile run?
... how tired you got on MOFEX?

... how COLD it was Veterans Day?

... how scared you were during your first inspection?
... when the quarterdeck was converted into an indoor swimming pool, complete with ships, subs and two goldfish?

... how Mrs. "Gunny" coerced TOP to dance?

... why your head hurt for two weeks after playing pushball?

... how happy you were it was ALL OVER!?!?

... what the joke was?

... why Mike BARNES was smiling?